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The floor is yours!
“Debate and divergence of views can only enrich our history and
culture”- Ibrahim Babangida
The introduction trainings are over, but the debating adventure
for this year has just started. It is never to late to join us. Read
on for interesting activities and news!

Weekly Meetings

Below you can find an overview of the weekly activities for the month of October. Our weekly meetings take place in Impulse (building 115 on campus) from
19.30-21.00 and are open to everyone.

Debate Practice –weekly meeting

October 8

Social meeting

October 15

Examweek (no training)

October 22

Style training

October 29

Debate Practice –weekly meeting

November 5

Report of Past Activities

Lisabon Open 2015 with Nathania
From September 25- 27 our chair Nathania participated at the Lisbon Open together
with a partner from Spain (Daniel Huguen). Together they managed to end at the 11th
position of the tournament (out of 44 teams!!), just missing the break! Even more, Nathania managed to end at te 12th position from the 88 speakers with an average of
76,2 speaker points. Besides all this they had a lot of fun, as can be seen in the pictures below. From what we heard, Lisbon is a great city and the tournament had amazing
participants.

Introduction trainings
Wageningen Debating started the new academic year with a special series of trainings that took place on September 3, 10 and 17. During this 3-day training we introduced the basics of Debating. There was a lot animo for the training! All kinds of
people from different nationalities and studies joined the training to become a better
debater for their own personal goals.
We thought the participants valuable skills such as argumentation, public speaking
and keeping overview/structure, that could be applied on all kinds of fields. All valuable lessons of the trainings are summarized in a Wageningen Debating handbook.
So don’t worry if you missed the trainings. You can still catch up and join us to start
debating. Interested in how the training looked like? Check the photo’s below!
Some participants choose to keep practicing their debating skills during the academic year through trainings, weekly debates, workshops, competitions and more. These new members that started their debating career are: Xujun Hu, Robin Baas, Kirsi
Kaups, Thijmen Bakker, Giovanny Romero, Miloš Birvalski, Zina Suverkropp and
Elpida Theodosiadou! We give them a warm welcome and we wish them an unforgettable, fun and valuable time at Wageningen Debating!
Stay up to date via our website, Facebook and Twitter for more activities!

General Member Assembly + Constitution Drink
On September 22 we had our Annual General Member Assembly. During this evening
all members were invited to come and engage in a conversation with the board and discuss the future of our association. We addressed important topics such as finances
and voted for the new board of 2015/2016. The new boardmembers of Wageningen
Open are Nathania Engelhardt (Chair) Shahin Kassabian (Secretary) and Johannes
Pikstra (Treasurer). KLV also gave us some pie to celebrate with us!
We congratulated the new board during the Constitution Drink on Thursday September 24. We started at 21.30 in Cafe Loburg. Thanks for everyone who visted the new
board at the constitution drink last week. If you look at the photo with some members
below, you can see that they had a wonderful night!

Lunchlecture on immigrants
Migration is a common concept; different people migrate for different reasons. Within
this domain there is a widespread of opinion towards what migrants should or should
not do in order to become or remain a part of the society. On the other hand, migrants
have their own hopes and claims for the new place of residence.
Together with Dr. Ronald Tinnevelt from Radboud University, we discussed the theme
by means of three short pitches based on certain viewpoints on justness and migration.
These pitches were:


The distinction between refuguees and economic migrants is useless for the discussion on migration.



Building a wall around Europe is in the best interest of developing countries.



Developing countries should do more to accommodate refugees (with help of developed countries).

After each pitch the pubic engaged in the discussion with Ronald and members of Wageningen Debating. There was a lot of interest and some people that walked by even stayed to debate with us. We heard good arguments and great speeches, but of course some
fallacies here and there! The overall conclusion of the debate is that fear is a bad driving
force in this discussion. One should not build their reasoning and arguments on fear
but should always debate the possibilities. Fear leads to tunnelvsion and that is dangerous with this topic, as it involves the lives of other people.
Don’t worry if you missed this lunch lecture. We will have one soon again! Keep your
eyes on our facebook page!

Tournaments

Last year we participated in several tournaments and we are planning
to participate in even more this year!! Every month we will update the
tournaments list and publish some reports from the ones we participated in.
Test your debating skill and try to get to the top while meeting new
people and having fun. Participating to tournaments is worth it!

Upcoming
Here is a list of some upcoming tournaments. The tournaments in bold indicate
that we have some teams/adjudicators joining. Would you like to join one of these
tournaments? Just let us know during a weekly meeting or send us an email!

November 13– 14
November 21
October 24-25
October 30– November 1
November 6
December 4-6
December 27– January 7
April 16-17

Oxford IV (BP)- UK
Cicero Debattoernooi (AP)- Tilburg
Roosevelt Open (BP)- Middelburg
Belgrade Open (BP)- Serbia
Leiden Novice (BP –Leiden
Lund IV (BP) -UK
WUDC 2016Thessaloniki (BP)–Greece
NK Debating (BP)- Leiden

KLV Activities

Interdisciplinary debate – Water Delight
October 22, 19.30-23.00 @ Hotel de Wageningsche Berg, Entrance is Free!
KLV and the Wageningen alumni networks Netwerk Land en water, Kennisnetwerk
Milieu, Studiekring Landbouweconomie, VWI, Wageningen Debating and the Research school WIMEK invited Henk Ovink for a dialogue and debate in order to discuss the Dutch approach to water issues with a focus on droughts, the “fit” of Wageningen UR’s expertise in global challenges, and the most realistic approaches for
the future.
Henk Ovink will deliver a key-note speech, followed by short pitches on several theses
presented by PhD/post-docs from Wageningen University and a debate with the audience. The evening will be mediated by Wageningen Debating.
More information: http://bit.ly/1McLjyt

Join us!

There are various reasons to debate. Some like to debate because it’s fun
and you meet new people, others are interested in practising valuable skills
such as: public speaking, argumentation and logic reasoning. There are
also people that just like to compete in different tournaments and travel as
much as they can for prices as low as possible.
Wageningen Debating offers opportunities to everyone, no matter what
your reason to debate is or what your level is. Even those a bit scared to
talk in public can get the chance to overcome this fright. Our membership
fee is only 20 euros for one academic year and includes discounts at workshops, tournaments and other activities, weekly practice, social events and
much more!
Subscribing is easy; just click here and it’s done. We promise you will
not regret it!

If you do no longer want to receive our newsletter, please unsubscribe.
Not yet subscribed? Please add your email to our mailinglist here.

